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Fashionable Orange Dress:
•

•

Description: A beautiful hand-sewn, fashionable, orange pastel wool dress worn in 1864 by Anny Lyall. It
was eventually donated by her sister Minnie (Lyall) White. The Lyall family were immigrants coming from
Scotland in 1859, who eventually ended up as family farmers in Dane County in 1880.
• Relating to Class: Dresses are brought up in many stories we have read so far this
semester: Kirsten Learns a Lesson, Little Women, Finding Freedom: An Addy Classic, and
many more.
• Significance: Dresses represent many aspects of girlhood, and fits in nicely with the
Keyword Girlhood.
Girlhood: Dresses are a significant representation and image of girlhood, and seems to almost always be
present in some period of a girl’s childhood. It can define and stand for the girl’s innocence, state of mind,
and/or “girly” play attitude.

____________________________________________________________________
Gladys Johnson’s Letter:
•

•
•

Description: We read multiple letters between Gladys and Jeanne from 1932-1933.
They describe their interactions with boys, how they felt about their upcoming tests
school, issues with family members, and other emotions and situations that are
happening in their lives.
•
Relating to Class: In class, we discuss heavily on what it's like
to be an American Girl through the eyes of many different people and
times in our history. These letters provide a direct insight on what it was
like for these two teenage women in the early 1930’s. Reading through
the letter, although it was years later than Little Women was set, you
can see parallels to how the girls lived their lives, and you can also see
parallels to how we live now. Girlhood can be a different experience for
everybody, but no matter when, how, or where we grow through it, we can all relate to
each other.
Significance: These letters are a clear depiction of what it was like for many girls in the
early 1930s.
Girlhood: The letter focuses on Jeanne’s encounter with a boy she likes, and her trying
to win his affection. This attitude it fairly common in teenage girl’s throughout history.
She also addresses issues with school and family which is a consistent theme in many
girl’s lives.

______________________________________________________________________
Shopping Mall Board Game:
• Description: This game is a shopping themed board game and was made in Springfield, Massachusetts in
1989 by Milton-Bradley-Hasbro, Inc. The purpose of this game is to be the first player to purchase six
items on the player’s shopping list and return to the parking lot or arcade to win the game.
• Relating to Class: The concept of gender stereotypes is one that has come up in class many times. From
Laura in Little House on the Prairie to Jo in Little Women, we saw that women did
not always behave as expected. We have also questioned where these societal
pressures come from, and what effects they may have on shaping the minds of
children.
• Significance: This game is a straightforward representation of how society
viewed girls, and what behavior was expected of them in the early 1990s.
• Girlhood: This form of more passive play is one that has long been associated with girls and girlhood.
Overtime and throughout this course we move towards redefining what it means to be an American girl,
and rejecting societal pressures of American Girlhood.

